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Abstract 
In the present paper dependence of geomagnetic activity on the solar-wind plasma and interpla-
netary magnetic field (IMF) parameters has been studied. We have taken interplanetary solar 
wind data at the instant of Dst minimum. Our study consists of 200 geomagnetic storms weighed 
by disturbance storm time (Dst) < −50 nT, observed during solar cycle 23. The study suggests that 
the strength of the geomagnetic storm is strongly dependent on the total magnetic field Btotal. The 
correlation (−0.72) has been found reasonable. In perspective of previous studies, the strength of 
the geomagnetic storm is strongly dependent on the southward component (Bz) whereas in pre- 
sent study exposes that the correlation (0.22) is weak. This result indicates that solar wind south- 
ward magnetic field component Bz has significant growth particularly before the main phase of 
geomagnetic storm (not during the main phase). The present result implies that neither density 
nor temperature is significantly related to the variation of geomagnetic disturbance; rather the 
effects of the pressure and speed. However, a low plasma beta during highly geoeffective event 
seems to be an important criterion. 
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1. Introduction 
It is well-known that a continuous flow of plasma which coming out of the sun is known as solar wind. Because 
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of the solar wind, the Earth is heated by the hot, magnetized, supersonic collision less plasma carrying a large 
amount of kinetic and electrical energy. Some of this energy finds its way into our magnetosphere creating tur-
moil in geomagnetic activity resulting into geomagnetic storms, substorms as well as aurora [1]. It has been in-
vestigated the yearly occurrences of geomagnetic storms are not a mirror reflection of yearly variation of suns-
pots, but yearly occurrence of geomagnetic storms exactly follows the yearly occurrence of Halo CMEs [2].  

The occurrence of geomagnetic storms is well associated with Earth-directed coronal mass ejections (CMEs), 
which appear in coronagraph images as bright halos around the occulting disk. CMEs are eruptions of the solar 
magnetic field and plasma into interplanetary space, which occur following a large-scale magnetic rearrange-
ment in the solar atmosphere (Cremades et al., 2006). Geomagnetic storms depends upon the orientation of the 
magnetic field in CME; the Earth-directed CME may or may not have an intense southward Bz field. Hence, the 
origin of CME, the structure of their source regions and their signatures in the solar wind near the Earth, are the 
fundamental interest in the physics of the Sun, space plasma and space weather research. When CME enters into 
the interplanetary medium it is known as ICME and this ICME produced interplanetary shock (IP shock) in 
flowing plasma. Magnetic field frozen into plasma coming out from sun is called interplanetary magnetic field 
(IMF) in interplanetary medium. The southward field of IMF causes magnetic reconnection of the dayside mag-
netopause, rapidly injecting energetic particles into the Earth’s nightside magnetosphere, which are also sub-
jected to forces due to the magnetic field curvature and gradient as well as forces due to gyration effects. For 
charges of the same sign these forces act in unison, with the net effect of the protons drifting from midnight to-
ward dusk and the electron drifting from midnight toward dawn. This oppositely directed drift comprises a ring 
of current around the Earth [3]. An enhanced ring current is the prime indicator of a magnetic storm. The initial 
feature of a geomagnetic disturbance is a sudden increase in the horizontal component of the geomagnetic field 
H observed in many stations. The geomagnetic index Dst is used to monitor the worldwide magnetic storm level. 
It is constructed by averaging H from mid-latitude and equatorial magnetograms from all over the world. Nega-
tive Dst values indicate that a magnetic storm is in progress, and the more the negative Dst the more the intensi-
ty of the magnetic storm is. These negative deflections in the Dst are caused by the ring current intensification, 
which flows around the Earth from east to west in the equatorial plane. 

Today’s challenge for Space Weather research is to quantitatively predict the dynamics of the magnetosphere 
and ionosphere from measured solar wind interplanetary magnetic field conditions. A number of correlative stu-
dies between the geomagnetic storm and the various interplanetary field/plasma parameters have been per-
formed in the past to search for causes of geomagnetic activity and for developing models for predicting the oc-
currence of GMSs [4]-[8]. 

2. Selection Criteria and Data Analysis 
In the previous work researcher are used different indices like Kp, ap and AE. In present study, we used Dst 
(Disturb Storm Time) indices, that record the number and severity of geomagnetic storms during a solar cycle- 
23. Dst index (Sugiura, 1964) [9] is defined as the hourly average of the deviation of H (horizontal) component 
of magnetic field measured by several ground stations in mid to low latitudes and represents the degree of equa-
torial magnetic field deviation specifying the magnitude of GMSs. Hourly Dst indices were obtained from the 
World Data Center at the University of Kyoto database. During study period we are observed 200 geomagnetic 
storm days with criteria Dst ≤ −50 nT. 

Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) or solar wind plasma data with 1 h time resolution were obtained from the 
OMNI website. OMNI data centre provide magnitude of average field vector also known as total magnetic field 
Btotal or B(nT) of IMF. Negative Z-component of IMF Bz (nT) and electric field E (mV/m). They also provide 
proton temperature T (K), Proton density, plasma speed V (km/s), flow pressure P (nPa) and plasma beta. 

3. Result and Discussion 
In present study, minimum value (maximum depression) of the Dst has been considered as storm indicator, 
which are further correlated with the various parameters of solar wind at the time of Dst minimum. The solar 
wind plasma and field measurements with 1h time resolution were obtained from the OMNI website. The num-
ber of storms for Dst ≤ −50 nT have been recorded 200 over the time period 1996-2007. The correlation coeffi-
cients (r) for all the seven individual parameter with the Dst (Btotal vs Dst, Bz vs Dst, density vs Dst, V vs Dst, T 
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vs Dst, plasma beta vs Dst, and pressure vs Dst) have been calculated. These values are depicted in Figures 1-7.  
When solar wind flows along the interplanetary medium, there is a possibility of interactions with interplane-

tary magnetic field structures and solar wind might be controlled by the total magnetic field (Btotal). The Figure 
1 exposes that the correlation between Btotal and Dst is as strong as −0.72, implying that the strength of the geo-
magnetic storm is strongly dependent on the total magnetic field at the instant of Dst minimum. Therefore, the 
mechanism might be: the stronger the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field the stronger geomagnetic 
storm is. 

In Z-component of IMF, the orientation of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) will be either southward or 
northward. The component of IMF denoted by negative sign is the southward polarity while the pressure is 
raised due to the coronal mass ejections (CMEs), and a geomagnetic storm is generally noticed, earlier workers 
suggested that for the intense storms, the larger negative Bz gives the stronger negative Dst [4] [10]-[15]. There- 
fore, the stronger the southward polarity field orientation, the more the depression in geomagnetic disturbance 
storm time is generally expected.  

Figure 2 shows Dst and corresponding value of Z-component of interplanetary magnetic field, Bz at the in-
stant of Dst minimum. When magnetic storms gain its peak value, which is called main phase of the storm. Fig- 
ure 2 shows the plot of Dst against the corresponding values of Bz component of IMF. It is noted that in the 
previously reported work, researcher only focused on southward turning of Bz, but in present work, we have 
taken both southward and northward orientation of Bz. In the figures scatter point are large and large Bz values 
are associated with wide range of Dst values in figure. This indicates two possibilities, there may be some rela-
tionship between Dst and southward direction of Bz or may be some relation between Dst and northward di-
rected Bz. Southward and northward turning of Bz with Dst are shown in Figure 2. The correlation has been 
calculated, the highest correlation in the range Dst ≤ −50 nT is 0.22. According to previous studied the strength 
of the geomagnetic storm is strongly depend on the southward component Bz. But in present study the correla-
tion coefficient has been found to be low, where r = 0.22. It is concluded that in present study the solar wind 
southward turning of Bz has significant growth mainly, before the main phase of geomagnetic storm, not during 
the main phase, which are tested here. Absence of strong correlation between Bz and Dst during the main phase 
does not mean that solar wind southward magnetic field component Bz is not a geo effective parameter.  

Investigation shows that strong geomagnetic storms are not necessarily associated with high values of solar 
wind density. This means that the intensity of a geomagnetic storm is not determined by the variation of plasma 
density. The weak correlation (−0.24) between Dst and density is expected (see Figure 3).  

We are aware that geomagnetic activity is the result of a complex solar wind-magnetosphere interaction 
process and that solar wind velocity is one of the possible contributing factors. Since the compression and de-
pression in the magnetosphere are supposed to be dependent on the bow shock, proportionality between solar 
wind velocities and Dst is expected. Although we have found the correlation (r = −0.39) was unexpectedly weak 
in see Figure 4. The scatter is small and most points lie near a fixed area of speed range and saturated on aver-
age value, with a wide range of velocities varying between 400 and 900 km/s. The more intense geomagnetic 
storms are not associated with large values of solar wind velocities. 
 

 
Figure 1. Presents the interplanetary magnetic field Btotal versus Dst minimum.    
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Figure 2. Presents the Bz (southward component of IMF) versus Dst minimum.   

 

 
Figure 3. Presents the proton density versus Dst minimum.                    

 

 
Figure 4. Presents the solar wind speed V versus Dst minimum.                

 
Figure 5 shows the Temperature versus the maximum Dst at the time of Dst peak. For selected event the val-

ue of solar wind temperature has large range but most of event occurred when temperature value less than 
200,000 K, which show in Figure 5. But weak correlation found between plasma temperature and Dst. It is 
clearly shows in scattered Figure 5, intense and severe storms produced at the low plasma temperature.  

The plasma beta defined as the ratio between the thermal and magnetic energy of the plasma is of the order of 
0.0001 - 0.1. In Figure 6 shows the plasma beta versus Dst at the instant of Dst minimum. It is clear from the  
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Figure 5. Presents plasma temperature versus Dst minimum.                   

 

 
Figure 6. Presents plasma beta versus Dst minimum.                         

 
Figure 6, no definite relation found between Dst and plasma beta, correlation occurred very low only 0.24 but it 
is very clear from figure the Dst value is high at low plasma beta.  

To ascertain the dependence of geomagnetic indices on the parameters of solar wind and interplanetary me-
dium during solar cycle-23 events several combination were tried. The one promising candidate is found in the 
form of solar wind pressure. Figure 7 shows this dependence on Dst. In Figure 7 best fit lines is shown, which 
indicate that linear relationship between Dst and solar wind pressure (nPa). 

4. Conclusion 
In previous studies, many researchers [16]-[18] have noted that the interplanetary disturbances directed towards 
the Earth are geo-effective and they give at least a storm sudden commencement (SSC). Earlier researcher has 
investigated the Bz component of IMF are more geoeffective. In present study a linear correlation between Btotal 
and Dst can be seen, that is the strength of the geomagnetic storm is strongly dependent on the total magnetic 
field Btotal. The correlation coefficient has been found to be reasonably high (−0.72). According to previous stu-
dies the strength of the geomagnetic storm is strongly dependent on the southward component Bz. But in present 
study the correlation coefficient has been found to be low (0.22). This result may be obvious solar wind south-
ward magnetic field component Bz has significant growth mainly before the main phase of geomagnetic storm 
(not during the main phase, tested here). Thus, this study has something special, which needs to be understand. It 
is not essential the peak of Bz occurred at the time of Dst minimum. This shows time delay between Bz and Dst 
peak. It is clear from this study, the negative Bz are more geoeffective than positive Bz, but some time geomag-
netic storms occur due to positive Bz. Most effective parameter for producing the large-scale geomagnetic  
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Figure 7. Presents plasma pressure versus Dst minimum.                     

 
disturbances is the total interplanetary magnetic field. The present result very clearly indicates that neither Den-
sity N nor temperature is significantly effective in producing geomagnetic disturbance. Rather, it is competing 
effects of Pressure and V (speed), which are quite effective in producing large-scale geomagnetic disturbances. 
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